




J.K. Place’s highly anticipated 

first venture outside of Italy 

brings a little bit of «La Dolce 

Vita to the Rive Gauche».   

“

PLACE DE LA CONCORDE

MUSÉE DU LOUVRE

PLACE-VENDÔME

MUSÉE D 'ORSAY

JARDIN DES TUILERIES

BOULEVARD SAINT-GERMAIN



The best-kept secret 
in luxury travel.

J.K.Place hotels are famous for their modern, 

pitch-perfect chic and hospitality, so the launch of 

their first property outside of Italy has been eagerly 

awaited by style-savvy travelers.

“





Visite exclusive au coeur 
de J.K. Place Paris

"A teal velvet armchair draped with an orange cashmere 

blanket. Assouline art books on a Chinoiserie tea table. A 

Classical nude standing on a geometric colorblock carpet. 

Some might call it overwhelming — but at J.K. Place Paris, 

a just-opened hotel that infuses Left Bank eccentricity with 

Italian bella figura, it's entirely intentional.”







The 29 five-star rooms and suites feature 

moldings, marble and contemporary wood 

fireplaces. All the furniture is thought of as a 

collector's house.

“



Le luxe du
nécessaire

“Walk-in wardrobes are almost as generously sized as the 

black-and-white marble bathrooms, which are kitted out 

with Dyson hairdryers and Alma K toiletries. Absolutely 

everything bears the J.K. monogram, from the robes and 

towels down to the ready-charged power banks.”







The ground-floor spaces merge seamlessly 

from lounge to bar to restaurant. The 

former is the spot for champagne and 

coffee, while perhaps the finest negronis in 

Paris are the order of the day at the bar.

“



Comme à
la maison 

«Casa Tua» s’ouvre a l’international au coeur de J.K. Place 

Paris. Niche au rez-de-chaussee de l’hotel, le restaurant 

accueillera sa traditionnelle cuisine ouverte et servira de 

delicieux mets italiens et de grands vins.



Au niveau inferieur, le spa Sisley offre 

des soins phyto-aromatiques: il s’agit de 

combiner des rituels de massages venant 

des quatre coins du monde, crees dans le 

respect des traditions locales, au pouvoir 

de l’aromatherapie, permettant ainsi la 

fusion du corps et de l’esprit.



Espace bien-être/
Salle de sport et piscine

“Soon, the hotel will unveil a subterranean 

Sisley spa, complete with fitness center 

and marble-and-tile swimming pool."
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